In the A ppendix it will be proved that R is necessarily a real quantity. 
Reprint requests to Professor
It is easy to see that the r.h.s. o f (8) is real-valued only if the parameter t does not exceed M2/( 9 M -6N). Since t will be assumed to be an integer, its value lies between 1 and Q, with Q being the integer part o f 6N). Evidently,
EC(\) = EC.
The main result o f the present paper can be formulated as 
resulting in (8). Ec (t) is a real-valued quantity only for / = 1, 2, . . . , Q.
Properties of Ec(t)
We prove first the inequalities (11). In order to do this, we differentiate (20), (21) and (22) with respect to t, bearing in mind that a and b are functions o f t. We obtain 2a + 2 t a ' -2 b + ( N -2 t ) 
Ei(t) =
which, substituted back into (24) yields
E'c (t) = -( a -b ) 3/(2ab).
(29)
Because a > b > 0, Ec(t) is negative, which means that Ec (t) is a monotonically decreasing func tion o f t. This proves (11). We demonstrate now that Ec (t) is necessarily smaller than M cClelland's bound (1). To do this one has to consider Ec (t), given by (8), as a func tion o f R.
Setting 2 a + b)(a -b)/ab(a + b) . 
and 0 denotes a pertinent zero matrix. N ote that U and W are square matrices of order t -1 and N/2 -t -1, respectively, and that the order o f H is N/2 -2. The eigenvalues o f H are now easily found: u {t -2) times, w (N/2 -t -2) times, u t and  w(N/2 -t) . Therefore H has a total o f t -1 positive and N/2 -t -1 negative eigenvalues. It follows that only for t = 1 we deal with a true extremum (which,  o f course, is a m aximum ) . For all other choices o f t we have only saddle points. A true minimum would be reached for t = N /2 -1, but then Ec (t) is com plex valued.
Numerical Work
All the inequalities given in (10) were tested by numerical calculation. A sample consisting o f 106 benzenoid hydrocarbons has been used [6] . All the relations ( 10) were confirmed in all cases except En < E c (2), which was violated for benzene and naphthalene, and £ g t d < ET, which was violated for benzene. In addition to this, in all studied cases EC(Q) was found to have a lower value than En.
A very good linear correlation between En and Ec (t) could be observed. For t= 1, t = 2, t = Q / 2 and t = Q the correlation coefficients found were 0.999843, 0.999831, 0.999826 and 0.987, respectively.
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